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1. Introduction

Nathan Stemmer

Harvard University
Bar-Ilan University

Empiricist theories of language acquisition are not fashion-

able nowadays. Since Chomsky's (1959) criticism of Skinner (1957)

and Fodor's (1965) criticism of mediation theories, many people

have begun to disregard empiricist theories. This reaction, how-

ever, is unjustified. Although the criticized theories are in-

deed inadequate, the reason is that they are too simple. More so-

phisticated empiricist theories are able to account correctly for

the acquisition of language.

One of the most complete of these theories is the one pro-

posed by Quine in several of his publications (especially 1960,

1973, 1975). By combining a painstaking analysis of the linguis-

tic skills that are learned by children with an examination of

the relevant evidence, and by drawing sensible conclusions from

this evidence, Quine arrived at a theory which correctly ex-

plains the acquisition of these skills.

There is, however, a difficulty with Quine's theory; it

is a very complicated one. Of course, the main reason for this

is that learning processes are very complex, especially those

that occur in language acquisition. But there is also a second

reason which I believe is not strictly necessary. What I have in

mind is Quine's heavy reliance on the problematic notion of per-

ceptual similarity. Quine uses this notion in .order to explain

why a response, that was reinforced in the presence-of object al

is elicited by'b but not by c. This is attributed t- the fact
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that a is more similar (for the subject) to b than to c. But

similarity is not only comparative but usuallN- also relative.

Ththil a may be more similar to b than to c with respect to

shape while, being more similar 'to c than to b with respect to

color. (In order to take care of this difficultv, Quine intro-

duces the more complex notion of A be ng more similar to

than to al,,,g_n.)
1 Moreover, there is the additional complica-

tion that the similarity standards of a subject may change as a

consequence of certain kinds of experiences. The result is that

Quine's theory becomes very complex.

This complexity, however, is not a necessary feature of

empiricist theories of language acquisition. In the present

paper, I shall try to show that without sacrificing empiricism

t is possible to give a simpler account of the phenomena which

Quine explains with the help of the complex notion of perceptual

similarity. This is achieved by-utilizing a theoretical frame-

work from which the notion of perceptual similarity is completely

eliminate.. In this framework, the main role is performed by the

unproblematic notion of generalization class which reflects in a

tural way the generalizing behavior revealed in many learning

experiments.

1

See Quine (1973:18).

The elimination of the notion of:perceptual similarity con-

stitutes an important departure from Stemmer (1973a).Although the

notion of generalization class was already used there, the treat-

ment was essentially based on the notion of perceptual similar-

ity. (The term used in Stemmer 19(3a is actually sub'ective rather than

orceptual similarity.)



2. Innate generalization classes
-----

The child begins to learn the language of his community by

being exposed to ostensive pairing situations in these situa

tions, the child hears the utterance of a verbal expression, the

stimulus §..1, while paying attention to a particular aspect in

his environment, the stimulus q2. For example, a child may learn

to use the word Aoq by being exposed to an ostensive pairing

situation in which he hears an utterance of the word dog'(per

haps together with some other expressions) while observing a dog.

Although exposure to an ostensive pairing situation is not

alwus sufficient for enabling the child to apply the word to

the appropriate things, it is clearly a necessary condition. No

young child can learn to use correctly words like red, gcla, ball,

or,toy, if he has not been exposed to the appropriate pairing

situation_ (see Stemmer 1973a:6f2 1973b)-3

Since the child must gO through ostensive pairing situa====
tions when beginning to learn his language it follows, almost by

definition, that he learns something in these experiences. Let

us say that he learns to associate the verbal expression with a

class of entities. For example, the child who hears the word do

When I say that a child correctly uses (or applies) a word I

mean by this that he is able to understand the word when it is

used in connection with the appropriate objects and that, if he

has already mastered the transition from comprehension to speech,

he is able to produce the word in the presence of these objects

when properly motivated. (The discussion in Stemmer (1973a:61.,

1973b) shows how to test the comprehension of ostensive words,

i.e. of words that are normally learned in ostensive pairing

situations. See also Quine 1973:15, 45ff.)



while observing a dog may learn to associate the word with a

class of animals.

I say that he learns to associate the expression with a

class of entities. This is prompted by the=====
-t that the child

will normally generalize from the particular observed entity to

other things, that is to say, to the, elcmiit.s of a pa.cticular

cdoss.

Children share this generalizing capacity with many other

organisms. Let me quote a typical experiment performed by Baege

(1933:18):

A li hted cigarette was held near the noses of young puppies.

They sniffed at it once, turned tail, and nothing would in-

duce them to come back to the source of the smell and to

sniff again_ A few days later, they reacted to the mere

sight of a cigarette or even of a rolled piece of white

paper by bounding away and :1-Ice.77_ 0.

The experiment ows that the :-nppies, after observing

a particular cigarette had an unpleasant smell, generalized

-11 this cigarette to other things. This gneralization cla,

;)s I shall say, contained other cigarettes and rolled pieces of

white paper.

Since the notion of goner lization class plays a central

role in the present study, let roe define it formally. I shall say

that class C is a creneralization class for organism x if and on-

ly if x generalizes from one element of C to the other elements

of C after undergoing a significant exper ence with one of these

-

Stemmer (1973a:10ff.), I discuss the evidence which makes _

ossible to determine whether a chiV1 has indeed lea.med to as-

sociate a verbal exprssion asr; oe entities.



elements). If C is a general zation class for organism x then

I shall sometimes say that x uses class C in its generaliza-

tions.

Psychological experiments, especially those on stimulus

generalization, reveal an important characteristic of general-

izing behavior. Normal me-bers of a species which have not un-

dergone previously experiences that may be relevant to the gen-

eralizing behavior, usually generalize in accordance with very

similar generalization classes. Thus, all the puppies of Baege's

experiment used approximately the same class in order to gener-

alize from the original cigarette; all of them learned to per-

form the avoidance reaction when seeing other cigarettes or

rolled p eces of white paper.

Classes which are used by all normal members of a species

in their generalizing behavior will be called Apecies-determined

or innate generalization classes. For example, the class of

similar cigarettes, or of similar triangles, is probably an in-

nate creneralization clas for humans, or very close to such a

5
class. On the other id, the class of mammals, or oT toys, or

C clothes, is not an innate cai 2,:atir c/Js for this

sp cies

An i_late generalization class , usually a fuzzy class,

and this holds for two rcaoii. ) Tit ar, normally boundary

cases which elicit only a weal __ion tram the organism that

is generalizing, or which only sometimes elicit the reaction.

Within a species there ac, generally idiosyncratic differ-

ences. It ms, however, that the CumAn:!ss of these classes

5 For more technical purposes iu may he Lmpo It to character-

ize more precisely the elements

ization class. This can be aehi,ve-

give us the so-called goner;

1953). But for the purposes

a 17.'Ir

1 rjr1

!lir innate general-

e techniques which

ee, e.g. Osgood

c present paper an approximate

characterization in terms of .similarity is sufficient. 6
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partially counterbalanced by the so-called prototypicality

phenomenon. As is suggested by certain experiments (see e.g.

Posner 1973, Rosch 1975), innate generalization classes tend to

converge towards 'focal' elements, even if these elements were

not actually observed by the organism.

Let me point out that by speaking of innate generalization

classes I do not intend to claim that the classes themselves are

innate. It is the disposition to generalize in accordance with

these classes (after undergoing a significant experience with

one of their elements) that is species-det-rmined and therefore

probably innate.
6

The child's capacity to generalize_ according to the in-

nate generalization classes of humans plays a fundamental role

in language acquisition. In the first place, it enables the

chifd to apply a word hear(1 in an ostensive experience not only

to the original entity but also to a ciass of entities. In the

second place, since innate generalization classes are species-

determined, the capacity plays a crucial role in enabling the

child to learn to associate with the word a class that is very

often significantly similar to the class which adults have

learned to associate with the word. Thus, consider again the

young child who has heard the word docr_ while observing a dog.

From the wide literature on this topic.we know that his general-

ization class is usually different Crom cne 'correct' class. It

often includes cats and sometimes even horses and other animals

e.g. Clark 1973). Nlevertheless, i2 we consid r the variety

of classes which the child could have used when oneralizing

from the original dog, then wl must admit that his class is a

reasonable appro oh-.! .!orroc. Las. 'or example, he

6 The readers who mistrust tho notion of iyiriteness can

replace all occurrences of innate in this paper by the term

species-determined.
7
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i.iight have used the class of mammals, or of three-dimensional

objects, or any other class of which the original dog is an

element such as the class of non-ravens.

Restricted classes

Still, although the child's generalization class is reason-

ably clo e to the correct class, it is not usually identical

with this class. There-fere, the child must undergo further ex-

periences in order to learn the correct use of the expression.

Now, if his class is too wide, then learning the correct use is

a process of discrimination. Thus, suppose that at t_ the child

has learned to associate the word dog with the class D which con-

tains besides dogs also cats and horses. Then, the following ex-

p-rience may enable him to come closer to the correct class. At

tl, he observes that in his community cer ain elements of P are

not called dog,
7 and he also notices that the D's which are in-

deed called dog have a discriminatina feature P which is not

possessed by the D's that are not called dog. For example, p may

be the particular shape of a dog's head, or his capacity for

barkina etc. Undergoing such an experience may enable the child

to rostrict his use or the word dea. Instead of associating it

with all the elements of D, he will now associate it only with

those elements of D which have the disc iminating feature F.

Notice that this process involves at least three aspects.

At t- the child has the ostensive experience of hearing an ut-
-1

terance of an expression E while observing an entitY (object,

7 This can take up various forms. For example, if the child al-

ready understands expressions like this is mit then hear-

ing an utterance of this_iSnot_d dor, while seeing a'cat may be

an experience in which the child notes-that an element of the

class D is not called doa. The topic is investi-ated in greater

detai1 in Stemmer (1973a:2 if ).
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aspect, event, etc. a. This may bring him to associate the ex-

pression with the innate generalization class C that corresponds

to a. At 4:97 the child undergoes a falsification experience,

that is, he observes that some elements of C are not named by

the expressi,n E. In aadition, he observes a discriminating

feature F that is possessed by the positive instances but not by

the negative instances. This may enable him to restrict the as-

sociated class; he will now associate E with the restricted

class QV, i.e. with the subclass of C. which contains those ele-

ments of C that also possess the feature F. Usually, CF will be

closer to the correct class than C.

Clearly, the process by which a child learns to under-

stand terms like poodle, which applies only to a subclass of the

(correct) class 'dogs', is' ,Of the same kind. By undergoing the

appropriate falsification experiences, the child learns to pay .

attention to additional features whioh delimit poodles fromthe

innate generalization class D as well as irom the class 'dogs'.

-AA extreme case is the learning of proper names. For ex-

ample, if the child's parents use Fido to name a. particular dog,

the child will have to make use of a great number of diScrimi

ting features in order to distinguish between (appearances

Fido and the other elements of D. However, we see that, with res--

pect to the learning process, there is no difference between

learning to apply the proper name F.ido to (the appearances of)

a particular dog and learning to apply the term poodle to a par-

ticular subclass of the class 'dogs'. Both are processes of 'di's-

crimination.
8

Russell (1927:53): "On behaviorist lines., there is no im7

portant difference between proper names and what are called

'abstract' or 'generic' names. A child learns to use the word

cat which is general, just as he learns to use the word Peter,

which _s a proper name. But in actual fact Peter really covers a

nuniber of different occurrences, is-in a sense general."

9



4. Acquired generalization classes

These are the basic features of the process that enables

a ch ld to restrict his innate generalization class in those

cases where this class is wider than the correct class. But if

the innate generalization class is_ too narrow, the process of

learning the correct use is much more coMplex. Consider a child

who is learning the use of the ..rord 21 Suppose he hears an

utterance of tpy while observing a ball, and let us assume that

the child does not yet understand tho word ball. Such an expe-

rience may enable him to apply the term tpy to his innate gen-

eralization class corresponding to the ball, which is probably

a class that contains certain kinds of round objects. But this

class is too narrow, since the class which in English) is

associated with the word toy includes other objects as well.

Even if we suppose that the child also hears an utterance of the

word:while observing some other toy, say, a little train,this

will not be sufficient, if his generalization class is again the

innate generalization class for humans with respect to the train.

The union of the two classes -- balls and trains -- will still

be too narrow.

No-, we know that very often such experiences indeed en-

able the child to apply the term toy to a wider class, e.g. to

a class that also contains l ttle blocks (provided the child

'knows that one can play with such blocks). But this means that

the child generalizes according to a class that is not an innate

generalization class of his species. Such classes will be called

species-independent or acatAiLLL1 generalization classes.

This raises the following question: What kind of_ experi-

ences enable a child to acquire a species-independent generaliza-

tion class? It is likely that various types of experiences may

allow an'organism to acquire such a generalization class, especi-

ally if the organ sm is a person who'Understands some language.

But at the most e ementary level, the following experienc'e seems

10



to be the m--' import the organism is exposed to a series

of different paIring situations in which the first stimuli (the

S ) are varied ik!lile tiv, second stimuli (the S
2-

) are identical
-1- -
or significantly simiai. Consider the following experiment de-

scribed by Pavlov (1')27:55f.). A dog was subjected to three

kinds of pairing situations in which thE, sound of a buzzer, -6-1-

sound of a metronome, and a tactile Sir.JUS were paired with

food. This had two consequences. The irst was that the three

stimuli acquired the capacity of olicl 4.1,g typical food-reac-

tions such as salivation. The seend was that the class con-

taining the three kinds of stimuli became a species-independent

generalization class for the dog. This was shown in the second

part of the experiment in which the food-reactions were inhi-

bited with respect to the sound of the metronome. It was then

observed that the inhibition generalized to the other two sti-

muli: the sound of the buzzer and the tactile stimulus. Hence,

this deg'performed a generalization which is not species-deter-

mined for dogs, since dogs do not normally generalize from the

sound of a metronome to the sound of a buzzer and to a tactile

stimulus. Now, this species-independent generalization is a con-

sequence of the exposure to the three kinds of pairing situations

with a constant second stimulus: the presentation of food. We

can say that-this experience provided the dog with the 'knew

ledge' that the three different kinds of stimuli share a func-

tional property, say, the property of being food-signals, and

we can explain the fact that the class,containing the three

kinds of stimuli, became a generalization class for the dog, as

a consequence of his observing that these stimuli share the

functional property of being food-signals.9

That an organism can acquire a generalization class by

being exposed to different pairing situations in which the fist

stimuli are,varied while the second stimuli are held constant _ is

9 Quine makes a similar use of Pavlov's experiment he illus-

trates with it changes in innate similarity standards (1973:20).
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also_ coniirmed by some ui the expel'imonts on semantic general-

ization (see cg. Razra 1939). Consider, for example, the ex-

periment which shows Jlat people, who have learned English,

generalize from the term vase to the term urn. The class contain-

g the sounds vase and urn is not an innate generalization class

for humans. Bu, it has become an acquired generalization class

for those children and adults who have undergone the experiences

that enabled them to learn English. Now, in the case of young

children we know what these experiences wore; they were exposure

to ostensive pairing situations in which the first stimuli were

varied and the second were identical or significantly similar.

Thus, they heard an utterance of vase while observing something

similar to an urn and they also heard urn while observing some-

thing similar to an urn. Undergoing such an experience enabled

them to acquire the class which contains the sounds of vase and

urn as a species-independent generalization class. We may say

that after observing that the sounds vase and urn have a similar

function -- the function of naming the same kind of objects --

they learned to generalize between these sounds.

Let us iiow return to the child who must learn to general-

ize between different toys, say, between balls, trains, and

blocks, in order to learn the correct use of the word :Loy. Our

analysis shows that he may acquire this capacity by observing

that these objects share a common function, say, of being ob-

jects with which one can play. More exactly, the ch ld is ex-

posed to pairing situations in which the perception of a ball

paired with a playing activity, the same for the perception o:

train and a block. These experiences enable him to acquire the

class containing balls, trains, and blocks as a generaliza ion

class.

Once this class has become a generalization class for the

child, he can learn to apply the word tov to the elements of the

class by undergoing number of ostensive experiences. For ex-

ample, he may hear toy while observing a ball and again while

12 _
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observing a train. However, and this is the important fact, he

does not have to hear it paired with a block. Since the class

is already a generalization class fer'the child, the twe exper-

iences may be sufficient. In this way, then, the child can learn

to assoCiate toy withm class that is wider than his innate gen-

eralization class, and in many cases this class will be closer

to the correct class Om the innate generalization cfass.

Ingenerall in order to learn the use of terms which de-

note clauses that are wider than innate generalization classes

such as clothes, furniture animal, Young children must undergo

a minimal number of these kinds Of experiences. It is very like-

ly that this even holds for terms like table or knife which also

have a functional component.

In many cases, the child's innate generalization class

will be both too wide and too narrow. If this happens, then the

child can come closer to the correct class by :undergoing a com-

bination of the falsification exPeriences discussed-in the pre-

vious section and the experiences just discussed here. But it is

also possible that the child's generalization class is completely

different from the correct class. This will occur especially in

those cases where, during the ostensive pairing situations, the

child did not pay attention to the 'right' aspect of the stimulus

situation. Suppose the parent intended to name a chair, but for

the child the salient stimulus was theball near the chair.
110

If

the child's mistake is of this kind, then undergoing further os-

tensive experiences with the same word will eventually enable

the child to pay attention to the right aspect. This will be ac-

celerated if he also has a number of appropriate falsificati _

experiences.

The learning processes we have studied so far are the most

basic ones. They enable the child to assoeiate a single term with

10 In sec. 6, I shall discuo some aspects regarding-the notion

f salienc 13



a particular class of entities by hearing an utterance of the

term while observing an element of the class. I Shall call them

solated ostensive processes.

Of course the present account is not a complete treatise

of these processes. It does not deal with all the relevant fac-===
tors,

11
I have concentrated here on exposure to ostensive pair-

ing situations and on so,le special aspects that occur in connec-

tion with it. But although many of the other factors are impor-

tant for the acquisition of langaige, the factor I have studied

is crucial for this. No young child acquires the ability of cor-

rectly applying words like red, ball, tov, animal bitter, or

a).Lig, if he has not_been exposed at least once .to the appropriate

pairing situations. Just considei the fact that most English

speaking persons do not know which is the class that is associ-

ated in Spanish with the word ardilla. All their knowledge of

zoology -- for ardil.la denotes a class of animals -- is of no

help. However, if someone utters in the presence of such a per-

son the word ardilla while showing him the appropriate animal,

then this eXperience may give him the knowledge of the semantic

rule of Spanish which says that ardilla refers to squirrels.

Let me now define a few notions that will make it easier

deal with our next topic. If a child has learned to associate

a term with a class of entities, then I shall Say that he has

learned to associate the term with 4 meaning. If the class is

significantly similar to the class which adults associate with

the term, then I shall say that he has learned to associate the

term with the meaning' or that he has learned to understand the

11 Some of these factors have been studied in Stemmer

(1973a:20f2.).

14



5. Contextual ostensive processes

I have assumed implicitly that in isolated ostensive pro-

cesses the verbal expression, i.e. the stimulus Si- is a single

term or that, if other expressions are uttered, the child does

not yet un4stand these other terms. Therefore' I speak of iso-

lated ost nsive processes. But now let us consider a learning

process in which normally the child must hear other words and,

ho must already be able to understand these words.

Coiisider the expression to hold. It is unlikely that a

child can learn to associate this term with the correct aspect

-just by hooxing an utterance of the term while observing a

holding-pect. The reason is that a holding aspect is not nor-

mally very salient. It is therefore unlikely that the child will

pay attention to just this aspect during the ostensive experi-

ence. This suggests that the child will usually learn to under-

stand such a term by hearing it within a verbal context which he

already understands.

For example, a possible situation is the following. Suppose

a child is looking for his ball, and his mother says to him:

(1) Daddy holds the. ball. If the-child already associates the

:expressions Daddy and the ball with the correct entities, then

these expressions may direct his attention to the holding-aspect,

.
namely to that part of the stimulus-situation which contains his

father holding the ball. If this happens, the experience is an

ostensive experience. The utterance of (1) is' Si and the father

holding the ball is S2. Hence, having this experience may en-

able the child to learn to associate (1) with this kind of situ-

ations.

Yet, we know that such experiences enable the child to as-

sociate not only sentence (1) with the appropriate situations

but also related sentences such as (2) Mommv holds the_book,pro-

vided, of course, the child already understands the expressions

15



MOmmy and the book. But how can the child make this genera iza-

tion? Clearly, (1) and (2) do not belong to an innate generali-

zation class for humans.

Now, our discussion of the acquisition of species-indepen-
.

dent generalization classes makes it possible to account for the

child generalization from (1) to sentences like (.). We ean ex-

plain it by attributing it to the fact that, when the child

learned to understand the terms Daddy, ,Mommy, the ball, and the

book., he learned that the pairs (Daddy, the_ball) and (Mommy

the book) share a common function. The function is-the following:

the first term of each pair has the function (in English) of

naming an object that can hold the-entity named by the last term

of each pair.
12 On the basis of this function the child can fo-

the acquired generalization-class which includes (1), (2) and

other related sentences. Therefore, the generalization from (1)

to sentences like (2) is an instance of semantic generalization',

although of a more complex nature than the one from vase to urn.

In general, the child will be able to generalize -from_ 01

to all sentences of the form X holds Y provided the child has

learned to associate the expressions X and Y with the corres-

ponding objects and that he knows that these objects can stand

in the specified holding-relation. Notice that this accounts for

the oddity of sentences like The news- a-er holds the_ house, be-

cause normally the objects denoted by the terms i;he4lewsnaner 'and

the house cannot stand in ;the particular holding-relation.

Admittedly, the function that gives origin to the ac-

quired. -generalization class is a very complex one, and apparent7,

ly only humans have the capacity to acquire generalization

12 Of course, it is not necessary that the knowledge that his

parents Can hold the described objects is acquired by the child

during the ostensive experiences in which he learns to understand

the terms. He may learn this before or after having these experi-

ences.



classes that are based on such complex functions. Still, it is

an obiective function. It can be perceived by the child while

observing his environment, provided the environment includes the

appropriate pairing situations.

By being objective, the function is of the same nature as

functions like to be a piece furniture, to be a toy, or to

name a vase (in some language). These functions can also be per-

ceived by a child who goes through the appropriate experiences

and they, too, can give origin to acquired generalization classes.

Notice that once the child becomes able to generalize from

(1) to sentences-like (2) he has acquired a creative ability. He

is able to understand and produce sentences he has never heard

before .

ome scholars argue that this creativity suggests that em-

piricist theories of language acquisition cannot be adequate-(see

e.g. Chomsky 1965:57f.). Their conclusion is mainly derived from

the fact that the child's linguistic generalizations are usually

not based on some kind of physical similarity, viz, the general-

ization from (1) to (2). Since they presume that empiricist ac-

cept only generalizations which conform to such similarities,

they conclude that empiricist theories are inadequate.

But this conclusion is unwarranted. Empiricists acknowledge

course, the psychological results that show that organisms can

learn to generalize according to acquired generalization classes.

Yet, many of.these generalizations are not based on physical si-

milarity. For instance, there is no significant physical similar-

ity between the sound 01 a buzzer, the sound of a metronome, and

a tactile stimulus, or between so nds of vase 4nd urn. Hence, the

fact that the creative linguistic capacity which isacquired by

the child is not based on physical similarity does not invalidate

emp ricist theories of language acquisition. Of course, the child

can acquire the capacity to generalize according to species-in-

dependent generalization classes only if he goes through certain



kinds of experiences. But this presents no problems, for the

child who becomes able to perform the creative generalizations

indeed goes through these experiences.

6. Some further extensions

The child who has learned to associate sentences of the

form X holds Y_with the appropriate situations has learned a

semantic rule of English. Clearly, it is a very simple rule.

Yet, according to empiricist views, the process by which the

-child learns more complex semantic rules is essentially the

same. The main difference is that the aspects of the environ-

ment which he learns to associate with expressions, and the

functions that determine his acquired generalization classes

are more subtle. Especially, once the child learns semantic

rules by hearing neiw expressions and new forms in a verbal con-

text rather than in ostensive pairing situations, the increase

in subtlety is:very great.
13 However, so long as thel'e is no

reason for assuming an essential difference between the learn--

ing processes of simple and complex semantic rules, the empiri-

cist position which maintains that the difference is only a

gradual one agrees with widely accepted methodologic 1 views.

Besides semantic rules the child also learns syntactic

rules. I shall say only a few words about the learning pro-

cesses of these rules, since I tave studied them in Stemmer

(1973a.:69ff.). Basically, the child,learns syntactic rules by

observing that the speech to,which he is- exposed shows a spe-

cific uniformity: the uniformity described by grammarians in

terms of syntactic categories such as 'nouns' or verb phrases'

13
In Stemmer (1973a:87 f.) I discuss a number of basic aspects

of the processes by which children learn to understand non-os-

tensive terms like democracy or abstract. I argue there that

these processes correspond closely to second-order conditioning.
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on these categories (see, e.g. Chomsky 1965). However, the

child can perceive the uniformity only if the syntactic cate-

gories are psychologically significant to him, i.e. if he is

able to classify linguistic expressions in these categories.

Now, our conclusions regarding the acquisition of generaliza-

tion classes account for this ability. Since syntactic catego-

ries are determined by the linguistic functions of their ele-

ments, they become acquired generalization classes for the child

who observes that the expressions -- i.e. the elements of the
_

syntactic categories -- have these functions (in his language).

Although these functions.are again very subtle, they are ob-

servable for the child, provided-he undergoes the necessary ex-

periences.

Let me now briefly discuss some aspects related to the

salience of features or stimuli.
14 Consider the class that was

used 'by Baege's puppies in order to generalize from the lighted

cigarette to other objects. The class contained other cigarettes

and rolled pieces of white paper. This suggest the question: Why

,just these objects? The intuitive answer is that these objects

possessed those features of the original cigarette which nor-

mally are salient for dogs, such as its size, color, and shapen

This-gives us now the oportunity for clarifying the notion of

innate salience. First I define: a feature P significantly

determines a generalization class if and only if its absence

significantly modifies the generalizing behavior. (Thus, if

further experiments had shown that rolled pieces of blue paper

did not elicit the avoidance reaction from Baege's puppies,

it would have suggested that the feature 'whiteness' signifi-

cantly determined the puppies' generalization class.) We can

how formulate a sufficient condition for innate salience:

feature F is innately salient for species $ if F significantly

determines the innate generalization classei of the species.-

14 See also Quine s illuminating distuss on of this topic

(1973:25ff. 19



(I give only.a sufficient condition because there may exist in-

nately salient stimuli that do not satisfy this condition.)

It is not difficult to extend this result to features

that become salient for an organism. For example, an organism

which undergoes the falsification experiences described in

sec. 3 may be spurred to pay attention to highly subtle aspects

of the environment. These a-(.spects may then become salient for

the organism, in the sense that they will now significantly de-

termine its generalization classes.

7. Conclusions

Empiricist theories correctly account for language ac-

quisition provided they consider all relevant factors and draw

appropriate conclusions from the relevant evidence. In parti-

cular, Quine's theory explains in a very elegant and convincing

manner the most important aspects of language acquisition. 'But

there are some basic problems with Quine's theory which seem to

derive from his use of the problematic notion of perceptual

similarity.

In the present paper, an alternative theoretical frame-

work has been advanced in order to account for the phenomena

that are explained by Quine with the help of the notion of per-

ceptual similarity. In this framework, a central role is played

by the notion of generalization class which makes it possible

to, express the essential features of generalizing behavior in a

natural way. Two kinds of generalization classes were distin-

guished, innate and acquired, and empirical evidence was dis-

cussed which shows the psychological reality of these classes.

Then, a basic type of experiences was examined which children

undergo when learning their language: exposure to ostensive pair-

ingiiituatiens. Since children are born with the capacity to

generalize according to the innate generalization classes of hu-

mans, and to learn to generalize according to acquired general-

ization classes these ostensive experiences frequently enable.

., ..9.n. ...



the child to associate verbal expressions with classes that are

very close to those associated with the expressions by adults.

Mureover, by generalizing according to acquired generalization

classes, the child also acquires the creative ability of under

standing and producing new sentences. Finarly, I have briefly

indicated that this generalizing capacity also explains the

child's learning of syntactic rules.

In this way, then, we have beenable to account in a .-re

latively simple manner for the phenomena which Quine explains

with the help of the complex notion of perceptual similarity.

An Important part of this success should be attributed to the

introduction of the unproblematic and clearly defined notion of

generalization class. By using this notion it has been possible

to avoid uine's complex notion without sacrificing empiricism.
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